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The year 2021 marks the centenary of the publication of the first edition of Alfred Korzybski's
Manhood of Humanity, originally subtitled, The Science and Art of Human Engineering (New York: E.P.
Dutton & Company, 1921); a second edition was published by the Institute of General Semantics in
1950, with a new subtitle, An Introduction to Non-Aristotelian Systems and General Semantics. Over the
past century since it first appeared in print, the continued relevance of this foundational text has
only intensified.
This, Korzybski’s first book, predates his formulation of the discipline of
general semantics, but lays the groundwork for his concept of nonaristotelian systems. A response to the horrors of the First World War that
he experienced firsthand, Manhood of Humanity reflects the sense of urgency
that followed the armistice, and the need to address the myriad social,
political, and economic ills that remain paramount to this day. In this text,
Korzybski introduces his concept of time-binding in an effort to identify
the defining characteristic of the human species. And he emphasizes the
importance of science and the empirical method as the basis of human
progress, and potentially a means to eliminate human conflict. As with
most works that come to us from an earlier time, aspects of this text may
not only be dated, but may indeed discomfit readers, and are open to
critical evaluation and revision.
But, arguably, the flawed aspects of the text which may now be visible due to the passage of time,
fade in comparison to the many lessons of understanding and empathy the text imparts to this day.
For the academic and lay reader alike, Korzybski’s deeply compassionate worldview bears keeping in
mind as we enter a decade nearly as strife-torn and illness-ridden as the one in which Manhood of
Humanity was published.
The ways in which the book continues to respond to the changing times aptly exemplifies
Korzybski’s observation: “Past achievements—the fruit of bygone time—thus live in the present, are
augmented in the present, and transmitted to the future.” To celebrate this book’s ongoing relevance
for life in the 21st century, we invite papers that discuss different aspects of the book, the concepts it
introduces, the arguments it lays out, its socio-cultural setting, and the lasting impact of its many
inferences on our lives.
The articles will be published simultaneously in the official journal of the Institute of General
Semantics, ETC: A Review of General Semantics, and Balvant Parekh Centre’s Anekaant: A Journal of
Polysemic Thought.

About ETC: A Review of General Semantics
ETC is the Institute of General Semantics' quarterly journal devoted to publishing material which
contributes to and advances the understanding of language, thought, and behavior. It is published out
of New York, USA.
About Anekaant: A Journal of Polysemic Thought
Anekaant is the Balvant Parekh Centre for General Semantics and Other Human Sciences' biannual
journal. It publishes research articles written under the broad rubric of interdisciplinary human
sciences and general semantics. It is published out of Baroda, India.

Editors of the Special Issue on Manhood of Humanity:
Lance Strate is the President of the Institute of General Semantics, and Professor of Communication
and Media Studies at Fordham University. He is the Past President of the New York Society for
General Semantics, the Media Ecology Association, and the New York State Communication
Association, and is currently Co-Chair of the Academic Board of the Global Listening Centre.
He will be assisted by Tonisha Guin, Academic Fellow at the Balvant Parekh Centre for General
Semantics and Other Human Sciences, and Managing Editor of Anekaant.

Submission Guidelines:
1. Expected length of papers: 2000-3000 words
2. Papers to be submitted in MS Word documents only
3. Submissions are expected to have the following components (mentioned in order of organization):
a. The Cover Page must include the author’s name, designation, institutional
affiliation (wherever applicable), contact information (email id and phone number).
If a paper is co-authored, please include the details of both the authors.
The author’s name should appear only on the cover page, for blind review by our referees.
b. Title
c. Abstract (not exceeding 300 words)
d. Keywords (not exceeding 8)
e. Body of paper (divided in sections according to the author’s discretion)
f. Notes
g. Works Cited
4. All submissions will be checked for plagiarism: all references and source material should be
adequately cited according to the MLA style of academic referencing.
5. Further, citations from other works (including source material) should not take up more than 10%
of the entire length of the paper.
6. Submissions should be emailed to strate@fordham.edu and tonishaforfct@gmail.com
Last Date of Submission: 30 January, 2022.

For further queries, please reach us at tonishaforfct@gmail.com

